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Phase II Planning Postponed
As long ago as 1966, the UMR
Centennial Committee started
planning for our nation 's
Bicentennial. Their plans included raising sixty-million
dollars to be used, in part, to
build a new student union for
UMR. Phase 1 of that student
union was built and is known as
the New Student Union. But, the
plans for Phase 11 of that
project are now being looked at

in a different light and may
never become reality
Phase 11 of the student union ,
if built, would contain such
facilities as an auditorium and
lecture hall , offices, recreational
equipment and storage areas.
This building would be connected to Phase 1 and stand
where the parking lot is now . Up
until this year, the Development

Free University
Lectures Return
The Student Council will Social Science Department.
again present another series of This presentation will cover
r'ree University lectures this among other points, what to
Spring . This series utilizes look for in insurance and also
speakers from both inside and how to buy insurance. Professor
outSide the University to Barr will begin the talk at 8:00
present information not nor- p.m. on Wednesday, February
mally covered in the classroom . 25th in the Mark Twain Room in
The first lecturee will be the New University Center.
"Transcendental Meditation"
The Free University series is
presented by the Tran- shaping up well with two other
sc e nden tal
Medi ta tion lectures later this semester
Association of Springfield. This concerning " Beer Brewing "
presentation will be in the and "Auto Mechanics". All four
Mechanical
Engineering of these lectures are, of course,
Auditorium
on Tuesday , free of charge and open to any
February 24th at 8:00 p.m.
UMR student.
The second lecture of the
semester will give a look at
·'insurance". The speaker on
the subject of insurance will be
Professor J . W. Barr of the

Office, under the direction of
Mr. Howard Eloe, conSidered

this construction project their
number one priority . So, to get
Phase 11 under way, they did
some research.
What the Development Office
discovered, however, was not
encouraging. Estimates from
architectural firms for all the
facilities desired ran from six
million dollars if built this year
to seven million if Phase II was
postponed for even a year.
Still interested, however, the
office ran a survey among their
greatest contributors to see if
there was enough interest to
warrant sta rting Phase II .
These contributors include
private
indiv iduals
and
businesses, large and small,
who donate money to UMR. The
survey indicated that although
these donors would contribute
up to five million dollars over
the next three years they would
rather see the money spent on
projects such as scholarships
and departmental grants than
on an addition to the student
union.
The Development Office has
accepted their donors' requests
and have changed their
priorities. Phase II has taken
back seat to scholarships and

improvements
in
the
educational quality here at
UMR. These are the projects
that the Development Office
will spend its funds on to improve. In the next few years , the
Office will also strive to interest
more people and corporations in
donating to UMR and make our
campus a part of their in-

vestment planning.
So, while in the near future
students here may not have
more ping pong tables or an
auditorium in which to stage
plays and hear lecturers, they
might have improved teaching
and more money available to
help with the financing of their
education.

Inside the Miner
Military Ball Queen
An in-depth look
at Auxiliary
Enterprises
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Miners victorious
over Lincoln
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Pavlov's Dog,
Kansas to be
featured in
future concerts
Pavlov's Dog rocks Rolla
Saturday night, Feb. 21 in the
Multipurpose BUilding. From
St. Louis , this band has made a
world tour and has an album out
called "Menial Pampered'''!
Tickets are on sale now and are
$1 for students , $3 general
admIssion. The concert starts at
7: 30. Be sure not to miss the
onginal sounds of Pavlov's Dog.
An upcomi ng UMR concert
event is at St. Pats with the
return of Kansas. Kicking the
show into gear for Kansas is a
band from Champaign, III.
called StarcastJe. Advanced
tIcket sales will be held the
week of Feb. 23 through 27 at a
rate of $1.50 ·for students only.
After r'eb . 27, tickets will cost $2
for students, $4 general admission. All ticket sales take
place in the entrance foyer of
the Old University Center. Get
your tickets early and save
yourself some money .
As always , be sure to put out
all burning objects carefully so
as to not damage the gym floor
and hinder future concert plans.

This Saturday night, February 21, in the UMR MuitlPurpose Building the terrific sounds of Pav lov's Dog
can be heard. That's right concert goers, here a t
UMR, Pavlov 's Dog in concert. Tickets are on sale in

the new Student Union and are $1.00 each with a limit
of two per I D. Be in t he gym at 7 :30 Saturday night and
be ready to rock to t he sounds of Pavlov 'S Dog.

bullboard
SCUBA CLUB
The UMR Scuba Club will have a meeting Monday,
Feb. 23rd at 8 :00 p.m. in Rm . 118 M.E. "Robbie"
Robertson from Professional Diving Institute will
speak on Senior Diving Certification (P.A.D.I.) and on
Commercial Diving. Anyone interested in this certification please come to the meeting or contact Bill
Kratzer, UMR Extension Division, 341-4200. Everyone
welcome.
EIT DEADLINE
The deadline for the return of the EIT (Engineer-inTraining) examination applications is only (1 1/2 weeks
away l. No application wi II be accepted after February
25. The examination will be held Saturday, April 10th
and the review sessions will be held in the ME
Auditorium on the evenings of March 23, 25, 30, April 1,
6,7, and 8. More information will be posed later on the
review sessions.
GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION MTG.
There will be a meeting of the Graduate Student
Association on Monday, Feb. 23 at 7:00 p.m. in Room
103 Physics. The primary purposes of the meeting are
the election of officers for the '76 acedemic year and a
discussion of the Student Fees Task Force meeting.
Th i s Task Force was appointed by President Ratchford t o study va rious a Iter natives for t he restruct ure of student fees. We will receive a report on this
Task Force from our representative and seek
discussion of these alternatives . Your fees this fall wi ll
reflect the decision of this Task Force. Let your voice
be heard.

SOUTHWINDS
March 1 is the final deadline for submittal of stories,
poems and art work for this year's Southwinds
Literary Magazine. The date has been moved up
because of printing details . For more information call
Steve Foltyn at 341 -3118 or Sam Rucker at 364-4006. .

interviews
FEBRUARY 23

Shell
Allis Chalmers
Hormel Co .

F EBRUARY 24

Shell
Allis Chalmers
Kansas Gas & Electric
U. S. Steel
Oklahoma Gas & Electric
Cleveland Cliffs
Cessna Fluid Power
Cargill-Process & Rfg. Div.
Airesearch
Frisco Railroad
Factory Mutual

FEBRUARY2S

MobU OU Company
Shell
Firestone
Rexnord, foc .
Corps of Engr.-Kansas City
Corps. of Engr .-St. Louis
Public Serv. of Colorado
Hallmark Cards
U. S. Steel
FEBRUARY 26

Island Creek Coal
General Tire & Rubber
Hallmark Cards
Wisconsin Electric Power
Mo. State Highway
Fleet Missile Systems
Nooter Corporation
Chicago Bridge & Iron
Ethyl Corporation
General DynamiCS

F E BRUARY 27

Material Service
Oklahoma Highways
Missouri State Highway
General Dynamics
MARCH I

Vulcan
MARCH 2

Bell Systems
Brown & Root
Square D
Vulcan
Ralston Purina
St. Louis Civil Service
carrier Corp.
Cutler Hammer
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AICHE PRESENTS SPEAKER
AICH E, 7 :00 Wed., Feb. 25, Don Brown, "Corn
Products Corp." "Waste Treatment Design for a Wet
Milling Plant."
MAY GRADUATES
If you will be graduating in May and have not yet
made application for your diploma, please come to 103
Parker Hall and see Mr. Lauren Peterson.
BEOG ELIGIBLE??
(Basic Grant)
If you will be enrolled in an undergraduate course of
study and have not previously received a bachelors
degree from any institution, you may possibly be
eligible for a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant.
Applications are available in the Student Financial
Aid Office, 106 Parker Hall. All applicants who were
determined eligible to receive a Basic Grant during
the 1975-76 academic year will automatically be
mailed a 1976-77 application.
AIAA MEETING
The February meeting of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics will be held Thursday
the 19th at 7:00 p.m., in G-S H-SS. The topic will be
"The History and Development of the Learjett," by
Ronald D. Neal, Director, Technical Engineering,
Gates-Learjet. Memberships will be taken and
refreshments served .
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
How high should your standard of living be? Get a
Biblical point of view at the Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship chapter meeting Tuesday, February 24 at
7 p.m . in the Christian Campus House.

BLUE KEY APPLICATIONS
Blue Key is now accepting applications for spring '76
pledging. Minimum requirements for election are: (1)
60 credit hours; (2) overall GPA of 2.60; and (3) a
suggested number of 40 Blue Key points. Application
forms may be obtained at the candy counter in the
University Center and are due Mon., Feb. 23, 1976.
Return forms at the candy counter or to Bill Miehe at
Beta Sigma Psi.

SUB
Casino Night

take a
gamble
It's about that time of year
when most people try to take
their tax returns and make a
little more out of it. Well, since
not everybody made a healthy
sum , the Student Union Board is
making it easy for everyone to
make the trip to that tinsel town
of hopeful gamblers and late
night exceitement, Las Vegas.
This trip will only take a walk
up to campus on February 20. S.
U. B.'s casino will be set up in
Centennial Hall, with play
beginning on the craps, black
jack, wheel of fortune , chuck-aluck, and roulette tables at 8:00
p.m. You 'll have plenty of time
to take the house for its merchandise at its auctions during
the night. Refreshments will be
available until the tables close
at the wee hour of 12 midnight.
As you walk in twenty-five
thousand dollars will be placed
in your hand for just a glimpse
of your valid UMR ID. Where
else will you get a chance to
break the house and if you lose ;
not lose a dime!!!

KME SMOKER
KME Smoker pledges welcome "Parking Tickets,
Missing Women," and other examples of statistical
applications. By Dr. J. K. Patel, Wed., Feb. 18, Rm.
209 M-Cs.

calendar of events
.. Feb. 20 - Open house, UMR Observatory, 7-9 p.m.
Free .
· . Feb. 21 - Founders' Day Luncheon, Centennial
Hall, 12:15 p .m. Reservations necessary. Call
Development Office 341-4001.
· . Feb. 22 Founders' Day Engineers' Week
Concert, University Concert Band, Centennial Hall, 3
p.m. Free.
Feb. 24 - "Transcendental Meditation" lecture, 8:00
p.m., Mech. Eng. Auditorium. Free.
Feb. 25 - "Insurance" lecture, 8:00 p.m., Mark Twain
Room in University ·Center.

MARCH 3

Bell Systems
Borthrop Corporation
Metropolitan Life fosurance
Burns & McDonnell
Airesearch Mfg. Co.
Keokuk Steel casting
MARCH 4

Bell Systems Summer
Interviews
Babcock & Wilcox
Fluor
Cleveland Electric lIIum.
Grain Processing
Keokuk Steel Casting
MARCH S

Iowa Power
Halliburton Services

.. Feb. 19 - Movie: Adventures of Jacques Costeau,
Part 1, Centennial Hall, 8:00 p.m. Free with Valid
UMR 10.
. . Feb. 20 - S. U. B. Casino Night, Centennial Hall,
8:00-12:00. Free with Valid OMR 10.
. . Feb. 21 - Concert: Pavlov's Dog, Multi-Purpose
Building, 8 p.m. $1.00 per ticket, limit two per 10.
· . Feb. 24 - Movie: Adventures of Jacques Costeau,
Part 2, 8:00 p.m. Free with Valid UMR 10.
.. Feb. 26 - Lecture: Tom Horton and the Adventures
of Jacques Costeau, Centennial Hall, 8:00 p.m. Free
with valid UMR 10.
Feb. 28 - Outdoor Recreation outing, Willow Springs
'
leave Multi-Purpose Building 10:00 a.m .
March7-Movie : Getting Straight, Centennial Hall 4
'
and 6 :30 p.m ., free with valid 10.
March 13 - Concert : Starcastle and Kansas, MultiPurpose Building, 7:30 p.m ., tickets $1.50 each, limit
two per 10.

HIS CIA CODE NAME
IS CONDOR.
IN THE NEXT
SEVENTY-TWO HOURS
ALMOST EVERYONE
HE TRUSTS WILL
TRY TO KILL HIM.

TECHNICOLOR. , A PARAMOUNT RELEASE
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A conference presented t>y the
University of Missouri-Rolla
enti tied "Opportunities:
Women in Management" will be
the sale, rather than after, the held April 20-21 in Columbia.
The conl'erence is designed to
problems may have been
deal with the challenges and
predicted and avoided.
opportunities confronting
The sales pitch about dropping women who are and who want to
the price from $300 to $200 as a be in management situations in
industry, government or
"special favor" was just that a sales pitch. A deal that sounds education.
Highly qualified speakers w.iJ1
too good to be true usually is.
deal with such topics as:
The dealer's promises were "Women in Executive Roles:
only verbal. It's what's in How are they sought"? What are
writing that counts. And the the reqUirements'? Are women
only thing in writing was that falling short"?" ; "Leadership
the car was sold "as is." If a Styles: Conflicts and Opportunities for Women; " and
dealer does make a promise, "Changing Markets for Women
the customer should ask him to in Management. "
include it in the written contract
Workshops are offered on:
bearing his Signature. If he "Strategies for Success, "
refuses , caution is advised.
covering such topics as starting
your own business, growth
"As is" generally means that within your job and becoming
the seller is not responsible for known
in
your
field;
anything in the car that later
fails - even just a few hours
later. The only exceptions are:

you pay for

It began when she needed to
buy a car to go out of town the
following weekend. She found a
1964 model car for $300 and
became interested. The dealer
said as a "special favor" he
would let her have it for $200. In
addition, he _told her that if
anything went wrong with the
car, she could return it and
apply the $200 toward any other
automobile on his lot. She
agreed.
The contract she signed
stated the car was sold "as is,"
but she did not understand the
term , so disregarded it. The
next morning and for several
mornings after, the car would
not start. A check-up showed it
had a multitude of problems.
She returned to the dealer who
refused to offer her an acceptable deal.

•
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Women in Management

you get what
.. It appeared to be a good
deal," a person recently told the
Department of Consumer
Affairs, "and I was in a hurry to
buy a car, but when I got it
home ... "

MISSOURI MINER

"Developing and Improving
Professional Skills; " and
"Roles and Connects on the
JOb. " The last workshop offers
opportunities for discussion of
personal on-and off-the-job
problems such as entertaining
male clients, how to work with
men who put women down, or
making the emotional switch
from being boss to wife and-Qr
mother at the end of the day.
The conl'erence is an extenSion activity of the UMR
social sciences and engineering
management departments. It is
offered in cooperation with the
Missouri League of Women
Voters,
the
American
Association of University
Women in Missouri and the
Missouri
Federation
of
BUSiness and Professional
Women 's Clubs, Inc.
Co-directors are Linda
Thornes, who has developed
and directed educational
programs for women at UMR

smce 1973, and Dr. Robert C.
Waters, associate professor of
engineering management.
Registration begins at 12:30
p.m. Tuesday, April 20, at the
Ramada Inn. Adjournment is
3:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 2l.
Registration fee is $50 and includes conference materials.
Speaker at the Tuesday
evening banquet (tickets
available at registration) is the
honorable Helen Delich Bent1ey, former chairman of the
Federal Maritime Commission.
Dr. Helen Z. Lopata, professor
and director of sociology at
Loyola University of Chicago, is
the featured speaker at a
Wednesday luncheon.
For further information or to
register, write or call: Norma
Fleming, Extension Division,
University of Missouri-Rolla,
RolJa, Mo. 65401 (phone: 314341-4201) .

- The automobile must have
passed state inspection if it is
sold to be driven.
- The seller guarantees that
he is not aware of any
dangerous defects he hasn't
warned the customer about. He
cannot conceal important
knowledge.

What did she do wrong'!
Almost everything. In the first
place, a person in the market
for a major purchase, such as
an automobile, should never be
rushed. She should have taken
the time to compare and test
cars, perhaps obtaining some
advice from others.

- The seller guarantees not
to give a positive representation
about something he knows is a
major defect.

If she had taken the car to a
mechanic for a check-up before

- The car is guaranteed not
to be a stolen automobile.

the missouri miner
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the University ~f Missouri-Rolla. It is published at Roll., Missouri,
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Miner Office (341·4235)
Dan Shelledy (364-9885)
Dennis Rackers (364-9792)
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Hono_red at last weekend's Military Ball were Queen DarUs Burris and ....nclants
Jackie DeThorne and Kristy Daily.
Photo by Collins
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Future campus lead, r s obtained experience in such areas as Organization,
Motivation, and Prob lem Solving at t he Blue Key Leadership Forum held
Februarv 7.
Photo by Burford

learning to lead

Christopher Jewelers

Howdo you get your message
across when you are talking to a
group of people? What is the
easiest way to organize a
project and make sure each
part gets completed? How do
you get people to join an
organization and, even more
importantly, get them to do
something in it?

Solving . The parlimentary
procedure
and
group
motivation portion were
covered in a large group; the
three other areas were looked at
in small groups headed by a
Blue Key member. In these
sessions the groups were given
actual problems to solve and
projects to organize ; many of
the problems encountered in
These ideas and many others larger organizations were found
were discussed in the Blue Key . and solved in these smaller
forum
held groups .
Lea dership
February 7. Attended by over 25
uriginally scheduled to be
students from many campus
organizations, the leadership held at a resort in the Ozarks,
forum delved into many of the the forum was transferred to
areas that Blue Key felt would the Mechnical Engineering
be beneficial to many of the building due to bad weather and
underclassmen at UMR. Dave other complications. Since the
Wisch, the forum leader, and forum was held here , the
other Blue Key members have sessions were held in one day,
been developing the program starting at eight in the morning
throughout the past year , but and working until six in the
this was the first attempt to evening. Each organization was
carry it out. The program .asked to elect one person to
covered five general areas : a ttend the forum, response was
Organization , Parliamentary good from about hall of the
P r ocedure
and
Meeting organization asked.
Blue Key felt the ' leadership
Structure , Communication ,
Group Motivation , and Problem forum was a success, and with

,---------------,
I
Diehl
I

I Montgomery I.
II
Ford Sa les
II
I (The Originator Of The I
I Student Finance Plan I
I In This Area.) I

80S Pine Street
th'e experience of this one hopes
to increase and expand the
program in the future , with
possibly another forum again in
Catering To UMR
the spring . Hopefully, new
The Complete Service Jeweler
areas can .be covered and other
organizations will be able to ......_ .........._ _ _......_ .........._ _ _ _..._ _.....
take part.

******

FREE COpy OF THE

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF A

Rolla, Missouri

I This plan allows the students upon approved credits
I and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Fdrd has sold
I over
750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
way. See us for all the details. Also you can use
lI this
your own insurance or ours.

I

FORD LINCOLN MERCURY

I
I
I
I
I

FREE CONE WITH EVERY MEAL

:ilRL~IN

I

I This allows the graduating students to have a new car I
I before he graduates when he really needs it. "This is a
discount program for students. We will be glad I
I tospecial
quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury product."
L.
______________
-'•

C<.;;

~TeeJCA~E
THE FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

OPEN 11 AM TO 9 PM Weekdays - ·11 AM TO 10 PM Weekends

features
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played in a rock group.
Part of Pauls job is to locate
those with definate needs and
WhO will accept help. In many
cases it may be a new· storm
door is need to to tone down the
chill of a cold winter blast, but
sometimes more intense repair
work is needed, like fixing a
rotting floor. In such cases
university student volunteers
are locted and Paul supervises
their work.
Paul , who' holds a degree in
business, is approximately half
through with his year in Vista .
Through his first hand experience with the elderly in
Phelps County he locates those
who have health care needs ,
housing needs and those who
are just plain lonely. Being
'turned-{)n-to ' his job, Paul says
that While Vista is not for
everyone, if you can do this kind
of work it is very rewarding.
When you think of the elderly,
do you get a picture of someone
out of touch with today's world'!
Someone who can not help
himself? or someone 'hip' on
what 's going on and does the
'bump ' to the latest Alice
Cooper album, Even though
doing the bump is a little beyond
what most of the people Paul
deals with can do , there are
quite a few who are upon what's
happening and have a lot to

VISTA volunteer,· Paul Kelly, is really "turned-on-to"
his work.
Photo by Collins

Spotlight

Vista Volunteer Paul Kelly
"People, who need people, Are other two are ; Rosie, his wife, offer in exchange for some
the happiest people in the and Lynne, who are in charge of simple understanding . This
understanding plays a key role
Health Care for the Elderly.
world."

Perhaps that is what VISTA is
all about. Paul Kelly one of
three area VISTA volunteers
serves as coordinator of the
Senior Citizens Programs and
Housing Rehabilitation. The

Living in Newburg , Paul,
commutes to Rolla each day to
spend seven to nine hours in his
office. When he's not behind a
desk or out visiting the elderly
he enjoys playing UJe guitar and
the drums , the later of which he
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in Paul's job. If he didn 't understand the problems of the
elderly in adjusting to being
unable to do everything for
themselves, then he wouldn't
gain their trust. Without that
trust it would be impossible to
help them.
In Paul's work he has found
one little old lady who can
dis~uss any current topic from
abortion to Viet Nam, and one
old man whO can still play foot
stamping music on the fiddle
and do a jug . While this may not
seem too significant to us young
adults, to find someone whO is
over 60, living all alond, way
back in the hills , who knows
what's going on, it sure is.
These two cases may be
considered unusual , but with
the help of organizations like
Vista and individuals like Paul
the exceptional cases will
become the norm.
Reflecting on the time he has
spent with Vista, Paul said,
"dealing with the senior citizens
you gain much from their
experiences, " and through
these experiences you have "an
opportuni ty to really find
yourself through dealing with
others ,"

Women in Literature
by Ann Giesler
being covered to the largest
Attention: If your schedule extent ; however , some of the
requires a literature course, recent feminist novels will be
and the idea of studying covered later . The students are
Beowulf or Chaucer just doesn 't not given tests , but asked to do
appeal to you at all , the three short papers on novels of
Humanities Department may their choice, and analyze the
women in the stories .
have just what you want.
The class will be studying the
The Idea of Women in
Literature is a new course to be play by Moliere, School for
offered at UMR, although there Wives , and will attend a perare similar courses offered formance of it by the Rolla Civic
throughout the country, The Theatre in the near future.
purpose of the course is to take Later , when they are studying
a look at the varying roles of Ibsen 's Hedda Gabler , they will
women by focusing on women in view a video taPe of its perliterature throughout the past formance. The class has also
and present. By studying the heard guest speakers on such
literature of the times , the topics as the psychology of
r ea der is given hi storica l women~ social roles of women,
perspective into the traditions women in other cultures, and
concerning women and their economiCS and women.
All in all , the course is geared
roles.
Students in the new course with something for everyone.
are r eading short stories , Many types of literature are
studying drama , and will be discussed and it presents a new
reading novels later in the way to interpret literature in a
course. 'J'raditionalliterature is different light.
...._ _ _......._ _ _........._ _ _......._ _ _ __

Rolling Stones Gather
No Moss in Missouri ~
The increaSingly-popular pet offer the chance to swim, fish ,
rock has solved a problem for hunt, boat, picnic, camp or just
many people, providing a pet plan relax. But the pet rock
that's quiet, inexpensive and itself won 't be bored in
clean. But in solving one Missouri. The state has plenty
problem, says the Missouri of appealing spots-i!llOUgh to
Division of Tourism, it has suit a whole box of rocks .
created another : What can you For instance, on a drive
do with your pet rock when you through Missouri, take your
go on vacation? Most owners rock to Rockaway Beach, Rock
like to take their pets with them, Hill, Rock Port, Rockville,
but pet rocks may not be Rocky Comfort or Rocky
welcome in some states, par- Mount. Your pet will be warmly
ticularly those that already welcomed in Eage Rock,
have a large population of wild Shamrock, Stoney Hill and
rocks .
Gladstone, Stop for awhile in
Well, you can take heart, Graniteville, Marble Hitt t}r
because your pet rock is always Boulder City . Looking for
welcome in Missouri. When you recreation? Then give your pet
travel in Missouri this year , a treat by visiting Elephant
says the division, bring your pet Rocks State Park, Rock Bridge
rock along. You'll find that State Park or Arrow Rock State
Missouri 's hotels and motels Historic Site, Some of the
never charge extr a for boarding happiest times for your pet may
your rock and in most come when you tour the Stone
restaurants , pet rocks can eat Hill Winery in Hermann. And
free, when accompanied by what self-respecting rock would
their masters. A new policy turn down a viSit to Table Rock
allows rock lovers to bring Lake and State Park in Stone
their pets into Missouri's state County?
parks without keeping them on Of course, this only scratches
a leash and no vaccinations are the surface (which is where
required. In short, the division most pet rocks are found
promises, your pet rock will be anyway). There's much more
treated like a boulder when it you can share with your pet in
visits Missouri.
Missouri. So when you plan your
For the pet rock owner, 1976 vacation, plan to enjoy it in
there's plenty to see and do on a Missouri. And unless you 've got
Missouri vacation. The state's a heart made of stone, you 'll
big cities, scenic countryside, bring along your pet rOCk, too !
lakes, historic sites and forests

.
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ediletters
Auxiliary Enterprises
- another view
Dear Editor,
AuxiHiary Enterprises has
been a source of controversy on
this campus since the first year
of its oper ation. However, never
before the academic year of
1975-76 hilVe concerned students
and UMR officials presented
more facts and figures concerning the actual financ e
situation of Aux. Ent. The one
fact that we have noted as being
agreed upon by both fac tors is
that each year a University
bond obligation of $165,000 must
be met, and under present
operation it is not being
reached. ' Let us analyze the
pro posed solutions to this
problem.
Auxilliary Enterpris e officials have pr oposed a campus
bookstore to be constructed in
the breezeway adjacent to the
old Student Union. Financing
this proposed project would be
$380 ,234 taken from money
donated to back the Phase II
expansion , which we recall was
an addition to be made to the
University Center in the form of
a
much
needed
stageauditorium , bowling alleys, etc .
Aux. Ent. would pay this money
back in yearly installments
providing that per-student
expenditures in the bookstore
be $100-semester, that 65 per
cent of the student body
patronize the bookstore, and
tbat they maintain a 6.3 per cent
profit margin, although other UWide bookstore profit margins
range from one to four percent.
The second proposed solution
is a student fee increase. An
analysis of our present fees
shows that a student referendum increased them once by
$15, the sum of which was to be
paid directly against bond
obligations . Eventually, the $15
was broken down to only $9.50
for the bond obligation and the
remaining $5.50 was to cover
"operating expenses." It has
been shown, however , tha t
actually only $6.60 of the $9.50 is
used to meet bond obligations .

Therefore , only 44 per cent of
the $15 fee assessment we approved for bond obligations
ends up for that purpose, the
other 56 per cent being used for
a dministrative costs or to
subsidize Aux . Ents. losses.
Yet, the other proposed·solution
to the financial problem is to
increase student fees by an
additional $5 to $7 per semester.
F urther anly sis of the
fi nancial Situation of Auxilliary
EnterpriSes shows that, not
including inc ome from the
summer, Aux . Ent. receives
$270,000 in the food and service
operations , $144,000 in fees,
$136,000 in heating maintenance
an d janitor ial ser vic es and
about $10,000 to $20,000 from
outside sources per year . And
although this $560,000 income
per annum is generated, in its
year of maximum profit Aux .
Ent. manges to lose $46,000.
Study shows that if the union
operations were totally terminated, losses would be cut by
57 per cent, although this is
cer tainly not a serious
recommendation.
The authors of this article are
not trying to put the blame
totally on Auxi1liary Enterprises. It is very easy for us , as
students , to sit back and
criticize
someone
elses
operation while not lifting a
finger to help solve the
problems . The situations mentioned above are not someone
elses problems - they are our
problems. But unless the
students take time to get involved and help solve these
problems, if only on a communication level, then they will
not be SOlved. We are not
suggesting any reasons, either

managerial or otherwise, as to
the financial problems of
Auxilliary Enterprises .
However, we wish to emphasize that in order for a
University-supported operation
to succeed, ther e must be
cooperation from all parties
that means
involved
Auxilliary Enterprise personnel
as well as students and faculty .
Some people may think that
the authors of this article have
implied unjust conclusions
about Auxilliary Enterprises,
yet the facts presented are
entirely accurate. We have no
other course available since all
above facts and figures were
presented and discussed on
December 12, 1975, wi th
Chancellor Bisplinghoff, and
now, 69 days later, we have
heard of no signs of activity. If
opera tions are as effiCient as
possible, then we wish to offer
any help that we can. If
mistakes have been made , then
we wish an honest cooperative
effort to correct them . In any
case, to preserve the reputation
and integrity of our campus
operations, we must demand
answers and a more honest
appraisal of the Situations at
hand.
Any students interested in
voicing opinions , having
questions answered, or serving
on a committee to investigate
union operations, attend the
meeting in the SUB office at
4:00, Monday , Feb. 23.
Harold Harder , President Campus Club
Carl Hayworth
Vice-Chairman U. Center Board
of Directors.

Hook Auto Supply
Big Discounts
Auto Parts - Accessories - Speed Equipment

513 Hw. 63 S.

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

Alex Pizza Palace
Featuring

17 Steaming Varieties

Draft Beer, Greek Salad And
Shish Ke-bab Dinner

Dial 364·2669
For Take Outs And Free Delivery
(Inside City limits)
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Delicious MexicCin Food

~A~~~~~~

Dining Room-Orders To Go-Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday

CREA TE OPTIONS
A community has few options"Yhen its people are malnourished, hungry or
live under the threat of hunger; when its sma II
businesses use out-dated, ineHective practices; when its people are illiterate; under~ucated. unable to communicate effectively
With more developed communities; when its
people suffer from debilitating ailments with
no hope of proper care.
The Peace Corps and VISTA were developed
from the assumption that most people don't want
a hand-out or a free-ride - they just want
someone to show them how they can help
themselves. For more than a decade, Peace
Corps and VISTA Volunteers have been doing
just that and finding out, in the process, how
rewarding the experience can be.
If you are a U. S. citizen, male or female,
healthy. degreed or skillful in some aspect of
agriculture. business. education. health or some
other field. contact a Peace Corps-VISTA
representative on campus about opportunities
for you in 1976.

ACTION - Peace Corps/VISTA
Placement
March 2 & 3

Open Daily 4 p.m.-2 a.m.
122 W. 8th Street

D

(Seniors-Grads - Sign up for
interview in Placement OHice - NOWI)
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Hey, St. Pat's Board! IIWhat would -St. Pat say?"
Dear Editor :
We are about to embark on
one of the most fabulous
celebrations of St. Patrick's
Day in the whole world! A day
when we honor the Patron Saint
of Engineers in a variety of
games and a three day pageant.
Before we get too far into this
whole St. Pat's.bit, perhaps the
University from Administration
to Students should examine
each grand, old tradition of the
St. Pat's feastivities.
Every year, at the completion
. of St. Pat's Weekend, there are
cries of intimidation and
degradation of the Students of
this University. Usually the
cries are well supported but
they are untimely. This year let
us evaluate the process before
we go through it, so that there is
no student that feels he can not
participate in these events
because of an aura of contempt
for the activities.
Beards ar e a fine tradition.
They are the most sincere form
of flattery (imitation) for the
Great Sain t. If no other purpose,
there is an excuse for the
predominately male population
of the University not to shave, to
show tribute to St. Patrick by
growing a beard. But why does
the St. Pat's Board feel that it is
one of its purposes, as an
orga ni zation, to intimidate
people who prefer not to grow
them . An individual can not
very well attend a bar in town
for a quiet drink (after
February 15) without being
sighted as a prospective canvas
for an artist equipped only with
a green magic marker. The
case of unaggravated assault
would hold up in any court of
law. A violation of the individual's Constitutional Rights
as guaranteed every American.
An answer by the Board of, "If
he tells us not to paint him, we
won 't" does little to jilstify this
act , especially in a court of law.
Shillelaghs and cudgels are

another fine tradition . They
give many individuals a chance
to show their ability at wood
working and their creativity.
Certainly any city that would
want to welcome St. Patrick
would free the city of his most
renownedantagonist. Thesnakes
he worked so hard to rid
Ireland of, should never haunt
him during his visit to Rolla ,
Mo. But in the days of Old, a
walking stick wasn 't much else.
A weapon in time of need, a
crutch more often than not to
the weary traveler, that was the
service of the shillelagh. In the
1970's walking sticks are more
fashionable and sophisticated.
They contain knives and even
gunshot for the one time when
the weapon will serve its purpose. Snakes are enemies to
most mortal men, so when
attacked by one, we might
expect any man to use the most
effective means of dealing with
the problem. But the St. Pat's
Board is THE BOARD so that
nobody wi ll do them up.
Aljybody that wishes to knife or
shoot a snake will find himself
in Frisco Pond swimming
amongst the broken glass and
bacteria. The snake has been
"killed" just as instructed.
Unaggravated assault'? Civil
Rights?
The Knighting Ceremony is a
fi ne tradition. Many dignitaries,
even the Governor of the State,
feel honored to kiss the Blarney
Stone, be dubbed by the sword
of St. Patrick and have a bronze
medallion of their knighthood
placed upon them. The next
day, the fans call for
"BLOOD !". We have taken the
time machine back to ancient
Rome and anxiously await the
fate of the Gladiators, the best
of Rome. To get organizations
to elect knights , the Board includes in its request the
fo llowing statement, "This
year , just as last, the St. Pat's
Board is making every effort to
elim ina te much of the

r oughness and the overwhelming contents of the
" green goop" to a bare
minimum. However, we can
only do this with your
cooperation." I've seldom come
across such an ambiguous
sta tement. Is it the crowd's
fault (violence or roughness )'!
Do all the students collect the
"green goop "? Is it not the
Board's fault because they're
drunk and don 't know what
they're doing? Better yet, how
many Board Reps have said
that they are glad they are on
the Board so that they don 't
have to go in the "goop '''! Is this
the meaning of "honor '''! Is
there no better way for the
Board to honor campus
leaders? Is human sacrifi ce the
only way to have St. Pa trick see
us in his favor?
All of St. Pat's is a fine
tradition but is the St. Pat's
Board given a free license for
any type of conduct for one
weekend of the year? Is the only
way to put on this celebration to
shadow it with violence and
disregard for human rights·!
The Board is sometimes puzzled
by the stigma it has due to its
reputation or status in the
community. They wish not to be
identified as drunken clowns
but continue to run an initiation
practice which would be ruled
by any individual as a sadistic
ritual , pivoted around a
newfound ,
group-centered
identy. The Board members are
so greatly swayed by peer
pressure that the only way they
seem to have to measure
"greatness" is by the amount of
beer that one can drink .
The " leadership " of the
Board is faced with a strange
situation which must be handled . An Ohio judge has
recently ruled that a president
of an organization can be held
responsible for criminal act
(Le. assault) committed by
mem bers of the group, if the
group but not the individuals

can be identified . It is indeed
time for the St. Pat's Board to
work within the framework of
the society it is a part of, for
now the University is aware of
both sides of the coin. Should the
Board not change , I'm sure that
St. Pat's will go on without it.
The new P articipation Award
will give a new incentive to
participate in the grand , old
traditions of St. Pat's. I believe
tha t a dditiona l positive in -

To the Editor:
This is an open letter to you
and my many other friends in
and around Rolla and the UMR
Campus.
On about February 10 the
UMR Trap and Skeet Club, an
official Campus organization,
began a campaign to raise
funds through donatoins and-{)r
contributions to help defray
some of the expenses which will
be incurred i.n sending twenty or
more student shooters to the
State Intercollegiate Trap and
Skeet tournament at Southwest
Missouri State in Springfield,
and to another tournament at
the University of Missouri Columbia, in Columbia, Mo. We
are hoping that we will have
several coeds among our
shooters, too. I know that
Lindenwood, SWMS and UMC
do have some fine young ladies
on their teams.
So many of our friends among
the merchants, the UMR staff
faculty and employes and UMR
students themselves have
already made contributions
and -or donations . Sizable
contributions have been made
by the Rolla Craft and Hobby
Shop ; Alex Pizza , 122 W. 8th;

an,d we kn,ow it .. .

Doyou?
in the handy

6-Pak, 12-oz.

Sincerely,
Charles Bischell
cc: St. Pat's Board
Virgil J . Flanagin
Paul Ponder
A. Sam Burton

UMR Trap and Skeet

Light's right .. .
Schlitz
Light
Beer

centive in the recognization of
Human Rights by the St. Pat's
Board would do a lot more for
increased participation.

Russ Perry, owner of Town and
College Shop; Diehl Montgomery, owner of Montgomery
Ford Sales; Bradford and
Fitzsimmons Studio and
Camera Shop; Dr. M. Bess,
Dentist ; Zeno 's Motel and Steak
House; King Coyne, owner
Coyne's Chevrolet ; Dan Dickman,
owner
Dickman 's
Aviation; Rudy Burrell, owner
Burrell Real Estate; Homer
Tucker of Hilland Dairy; Jim
Sinks, Pharmacist of Rolla
Drugs ; Dr . Carl James, Dentist; Bill French owner of
French Studio ; Edwin L.
Ginter , Gunsmith ; Jess Zink,
Director of UMR Auxiliary
EnterpriSes (Student Union to
most of us ) ; William James ,
Associate Director of Graduate
Center for Materials Research;
and the Rolla Daily News.
Also, when several highsalaried individuals ha ve
outwardly shunned our pleas, it
is very rewarding to have the
gracious giving of so many
students and employes at UMR
as well as · wonderful townspeople who have had to scrape
the bottom of their tills to give a
much needed dollar.
Members of our UMR Trap
and Skeet Club and Dr. Glendon
Stevens and myself, who are the
two club advisors and tearn
coaches , are deepl y appreciative of all the support
received. The campaign will
continue through March and
some UMR Trap a nd Skeet Club
members may be around to
accept donations and-{)r contributions from other Rolla
people. If we do not get to see
you soon, please come to see us
before the last day of March.
We need and want your support.
Sincerely,
Robert H. Nau
Advisor and Coach
UMR Trap and SKeet Club and
Team

Va le n t in e

QII t'st ion

from

"W im p" a n d "Geeb's"

cans

It took Schlitz to bring the taste to Light.
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should try to go

ifU

to the CEMO
game next
Saturday

at

Warrensburg
and support the
Miners in their
bid for the first

The Tale of a Whale

M IAA conference
basketball

About a century ago, oil came from whales.
As the demand for whale oil in an ever more
populous and industrial ized country rose, the
supply of whales shrank. Conservationists were
rightly concerned about the future of the whale, and
whalers were rightly concerned about the future of
their business. The dim inishing supply, coupled
with the increasing demand, kept boosting the price
of whale all. Rather than setting a ceiling on the
price of oiL taxing it, or rationing it, the price was
allowed to rise -going from $0.43 per gallon In 1823
to $2.55 per gallon by 1866.
The high price of whale oil had two effects. First,
it prompted the consumer (in his own self interest)
to conserve what supply there was. Second, it
provided incentive to invest in an entirely new and
as yet undeveloped industry, that of petroleum.
Petroleum was first taken from the ground in
1859, but not until the whale oil crisis reached its
peak did it become profitable to under take mass·
scale drilling. Once the drilling operations were
economically feasilb,e the petroleum industry
began to thrive in the freedom of a relatively un·
controlled market. By 1867 kerosene outsold whale
oil and the Whale oil prices tumbled. Whale all
lamps soon became obsolete, and the nation en·
tered a new era of modern fuel.
A lot has changed since 1867. The last hundred
years or so have seen the most rapid technological
advance in the hisotry of man . But just as whale all
priced itself out of the market and opened the way
for a superior fuel, the same could happen to
petroleum .
Why not move ahead through the proven
dynamics of free·market competition to the
development of cleaner and virtually unlimited
sources of energy - such as solar and geothermal?
The need and the technological opportunities have
never been greater . In the meantime, why
discourage progress by permitting the stagnation
created by bureaucratic controls?

championship
in UMR History

CLEII UP

aWII$IOOOI
April 5-9, Budweiser and ABC Radio will
again sponsor National College Pitch In!
Week.

RELAX and ENJOY
Schlitl
on tap at

Fredericls
Mark Bruno , Mgr.
behind

Frederic's
Restaurant

THE RULES ARE SIMPLE: Organize
a community improvement activity during
the week of April 5-9, document what you
accomplish, and send it to Pitch In!
THE REWARDS ARE GREAT : You get
a cleaner community and, if you win, a
$1000 or $500 cash award! Any number of
groups per campus may enter.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Contact

Thurs. Night

Featuring
Bob Born
on guitar
10:00-1:00
Hwy 63 & Cedar

PITCH IN! FOR AMERICA'S 200TH BIRTHDAY.
ENTER NATIONAL COLLEGE PITCH IN! WEEK TODAY.

r-----------,
I snap shot ~
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How would you feel about an organlzed cheering section In the stands at the basketball games, to
assist the cheerleaders In gathering verbal support for the team?
Cher ie Swaters
Sure - add some noise to the
game.

Mark Bruenger

Kathy Doyle
I think it would help the
cheerleaders and eliminate
some of the ruder cheering.

James Pelger

An organized cheering section
I don 't think an organized
would be of little use. If the fans cheering section would help as
are going to cheer they will and much as a few good cheers, that

if they don't they won 't.

Lew Ruesler
No. Cheering is an expression
are easier for a large group of
people to get into. I am not in of the fans involvement in the
favor ' of some of the more game, it should be spontaneous
and unrestrained.
abusive Miner cheers.

Mark Stangl
Hell of an idea.

For the Graduate looking

Steve Wagner
I think we are doing a fine job
without an organized cheering
section.

for Action!

If you are completing a degree
in Electrical Engineering,
Physics, Electrical
Engineering Technology
or Geology with a strong
electronics interest or
aptitude, you may qualify
for training as a Dresser
Atlas FIELD ENGINEER.
And that means ACTION .
We're a worldwide
technical service
company serving the
petroleum .industry.
Using complex , highly
sophisticated
tools and equipment
we can evaluate and
determine the oil or gas
productivity potential
of a well ,
at the site.

After intensive training (approx imately
10 months) which includes field wo rk, class
and lab, test sites and simulators, you wil l
have a mobi le unit, c rew and company
car assigned to you , and you will have
full responsibility for your
field assignments.
The re's a lot more to the story . . .
advancement .. . ext rao rdin ary
earnings ... uncommon
responsibili ties . ..
.
and challenge to your
techn ical and leadership abilities.

Diane Hassenplug
I thi nk it would be a great idea
as long as the cheers weren 't too
awful abusive.

DreJiserA~

c::

.,.;::::-j

L-:J WlRH ... t Sf'Me,s (

J

Dresser Atlas DIVISion
O re sse" IndustrIes, Inc .

Write fo r detailed brochu res:
R. L Stanell e,
Superviso r of Rec ruitm ent,
Dresser Indu stri es, Inc.
Petroleum Services Group,
P.O. Box 6504,
Houston, Texas 77005.

On-Campus Interviews

Friday
February 27, 1976
See Your Placement Office

r lo!_ ,
Dennis Chenoweth
I feel that an effor t to
organize a cheering section
would be a waste of time.

Jim Carozza
It boils down to a question of

organized group therapy as
opposed to mob action.

J
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Miners In Sole Possession Of First Place
After Defeating Northwest And Lincoln
After defeating Lincoln
University 71-63 Saturday, and
slipping by Northeast Mo. 77-75
last Monday , the UMR Miners
are in sole possession of first
place in the MIAA conference.
UMR has never won the conference title, but this year they
do have a solid shot at the title.
Winning their last two games
would assure them of at least a
tie for first place. Both games,
however , are on the road.
Saturday the - Miners meet
Central Mo. State in Warrensburg, and on Monday they will
battle Southwest in Springfield.
The Miners lead the league
with a 8-2 record, while Lincoln
is in second place with an 7-2
mark, and Southwest is third at
6-3. Lincoln has to play Northwest and Northeast on the
road , and Central at home to
finish out their conference slate.
Nothing is certain in the wild
MIAA, but it looks as though
Lincoln and UMR will tie for
first place unless Northwest
upsets Lincoln, or Southwest
upsets UMR.
Northeast almost upset UMR
Monday, Feb . 9, which would
have ruined any hopes at the
conference title, but the Miners
were lucky enough to pull out a
77-75 win. The Bearcats were
leading 73-69 with three and a
half minutes left in the game,
but they couldn't hold onto the
ball long enough to stall out a
victory. Royce Vessell bit two
quick 20 footers to tie the game.
After Dix sank a pair of free
throws for the Bearcats, Bob
Stanley tied the game again, 7575, on a short jumper. A little
later Bob stole a pass and drove
downcourt all alone, but he
missed the easy layup. Fortunately, Ross K1ie trailed the
play and hit the rebound shot to
put the Miners ahead to stay .
Royce Vessell powered the
Miners offensively late in the
The box Score:
UMRcn)

FG FT TP
9
1 19

Scroggins
Franklin

3
5
8
10

Klie

Vessell
Stanley
Buzbee
Schroeder

o

4 10
0 10
0 16
1 21
1 1

000

Totals

15

n

7

game, hitting five straight sbots
in the final six minutes. For the
game he had 16 points, on eight
field goals. Bob Stanley led the
scoring with 21 points, and had
15 rebounds, while Ron
Scroggins had 19 points and 10
rebounds .
David Alvey, the MIAA's
leading scorer, kept his average
up by hitting 26 pOints.
Against Lincoln, the Miners
jumped out to an 8-0 lead, and
never trailed in the contest. The
Tigers were not easy, they
fought back to tie the score at
12-12. But the Miners quickly
jumped ahead again. LU shot
well from the outSide, but UMR
worked the ball inside often, and
Bob Stanley scored 18 points as
the Miners rolled to a 40-29
halftime lead.
Lincoln stayed fairly close the
rest of the game, mainly on the
shooting of a 6-2 sophomore
guard, Harold Robertson, who
hit 15 of 29 shots for 30 points . He
shot well from the 20-25 foot
range throughout the game, but
late in the contest he had
trouble finding the hoop, so
Lincolns late rally failed.
UMR had lost to LU only ten
days earlier, but at home the
Miners controlled the game.
Vince Humphrey, LUs 6-7
center, scored 31 points against
the Miners at Jefferson City,
but in Rolla he scored only 14
pOints. Defense was the key to
the game. Robertson scored 30
points because he is a fine
shooter, and because he didn't
have anyone to pass to, because
of the tight man-to-man
defense.
Ron Scroggins led the Miners
with 20 pOints, Bob Stanley had
19, and Mark Franklin scored
17. Lincoln's big men could
contain the Miner frontline, or
keep up with them in scoring.
A capacity crowd was on band
for the ga~e, including many
NWM5'C7S)
Lofton

Bubalo
Ba tten
Deskin
Espe y
Alvev
Donovan

FG FT TP
306
9
0 18

1 0 2
1
1 3
226
12
2 26
000
6
2 14

Dix
Totals

7

34

75

Center Ron Scroggins shows a soft touch on a shot in
the Miner game against Lincoln.
(Photo by John Davidson, ROLLA DAI L Y NEWS
Photographer)

highly vocal Lincoln supporters
who cheered LU, LU, LU, all
night. The Miner fans enjoyed
the game immensely, and
actually behaved themselves,
making very few obscene
remarks. Maybe sportsmanship
can exist in Rolla, the savage'
city.
Tbe victory closed out UMR's
home basketball schedule for
this season. In Rolla they won .
thirteen games and lost only
one, to Eastern Illinois
University, 81-66, early in the
season. For the season the
Miners stand at 16-5, overall.

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

u;.~e Score by perioas:

37
37

NWMS
The box score:
UMR (71)

FG FT TP
9
2 20
6
5 " 17

Scroggins
Franklin
Klie

226
306
8
3 19

Vessell
Stanley
Buzbee
Totals

1

1

3

29

13

71

4O'-n
3&-75

LU (63)

204
1
15

Robertson

The box score :
UMR (60)
Scroggins
Kl ie
Vessell
Buzbee
Schreiner
Schroeder
Totals

FG FT TP
4
0
B

6

0

4

2

3

2

3
2
3
1

U

6

12
10
B
10

60

2
30

Barnes

204

Humphrey

5

4
3

MC intyre
Loggins

Allen
Totals

Franklin
Stanley

0
0

Jackson

The score by per iods :
UMR
40
LU
29

28

o
o
o

14
S
0
2
2

7

63

FG FT TP
6
7 19

000
2
1 5
339
7
2 16

_
~3

On Any New Prescription Filled
At The Prescription Shop

204
5

0

(Oral Contraceptives Excepted)

10

000
25

Totals

"Dependable Low Cost Prescription Service"

This Ad Good For A 100/0 Discount

31-71
34-43

KSC·PittCU)
Baldwin
Taylor
Jones
Odaffer
Cichon
Gastel
Portz
Thomas

The score by per iods :
UMR
32
KSC-Pitt
33

The Prescription Shop

FG FT TP

Jerman
Abney

13

n

364-1175

11th & Bishop

Drive-Up
Window

I
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Leaders Prepare For Championship
Playoffs In Intramural Basketball

M-Club
athlete of the week
This week M-Club would like
to honor Mark Franklin. Mark,
who had a fine game against
Northeast
Missouri
last
Saturday , turned in another fine
performance against Lincoln
University over the weekend.
He pumped in 17 points,
grabbed 9 rebounds and lead the

team with 7 assists. Mark is a
junior civil engineering major
from Springfield, Missouri, and
has been a starter in the Miner
lineup the last two seasons. For
his' fine performances in key
Miner victories, M-Club voted
him "Athlete of the Week."

Intramural basketball has
entered its last week of play.
In League I MRHA appears
ready for the playoffs by
trouncing Acacia 58-14. But
Acacia came back to defeat Sig
Pi 35-24. Kappa Sig were double
winners over the last week by
defeating Wesley 42-30, then
Delta Sig 53-26. Phi Kap didn 't
show Delta Sig any favors by
blasting them 73-32.
In League II Sig Nu looks very
strong after beating Campus
Club 51-33, then putting it to the
Mates 5~20. The loss to Sig Nu
by Campus Club seems to put
them out of the running, even

after they defeated Alpha Phi
Alpha 52-48. That leaves Sig Tau
to fight it out with Sig Nu. In
other action A Phi A defeated
KA 57-5l.
In League III, Sig Ep appears
on their way to a possible berth
in the playoffs by defeatinl! GDI
45-34 . GDI defeated AEPi
earlier in the week 40-24. And
Monday night AEPi earned a 1ovictory over Dorm II because
of forfeit. Earlier last week
Dorm 11 lost to Beta Sig by just
a 1 point margin. Beta Sig also
got by Triangle 39-27. Tech
Engine also blasted BSU 69-11 to

rcund out League Ill. League I V
action still shows TKE on top by
defea ting Delta Tau 40-26.
There were two double winners
in League IV last week. Lambda Chi trounced Pi Kappa Phi
51-19, then they defeated Theta
Xi 50-37. Pi Kappa Alpha also
came out on top twice, first by
defeating Focus 65-38, then
trouncing Fela 78-38. Pi Kappa
Phi came off their earlier loss to
Lambda Chi to defeat Fela 6557.
There is only another week
and a half to get the rest of your
wrestling workouts completed.

Sports Calendar
Feb. 21 - Women 's Basketball vs. stephen's College;
There
Men 's Basketball vs. Central Missouri State University;
There
Washington University Wrestling Tournament
Swimming - Panther-Bear National Qualifier ;
Springfield, Mo.
Feb. 23 - Men's Basketball vs. Southwest Missouri
State University; There
Men's Basketball vs. Eastern illinois University; There
MJAA Wrestling Tournament at Springfield, Mo.
Mareh 1 - Women's Basketball vs. Drury College;
Springfield , Mo .
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Miner forwa rd Ma rk Franklin ' eyes the basket in the
Miners' game against Lincoln Saturday night.
Franklin had 17 points in the game which the Miners
won .
( Photo by John Davidson, DA I L Y NEWS
Photographer)
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AT THE INTERC8LEGlATP KNIGHTS'
VALENTINE'S PARTY ~El<END~ANCE
FRI DAY FE ~UAjY '-20

AT 5T PATS SCHOOL GYM
COST: 50. PER PERSON

BAND -CROSSWIND

Guide to more than 250,000 Scholarships and
Financial Aid Source - items valued at over
$500 million dollars.
Contains the most up-to-date information on:
Schola rships. grants. aid s, fellowships, loan s. work-stud y programs.
coopera tive education programs, and summer job opportunities; for
study at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional
training, community or two-year colleges, graduate schools, and postgradu ate stud y or research ; funded on nation al. regional. and local
levels by the federal government, states, cities, foundations, corporations, trade union s, professional associ ations. fraternal organization s,
and minority organization s. Money is ava ilable for both average as well
as excellent students. both with and without need.

BENNETT PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 214. 102 Charles Street, Boston, Mass. 02114_
Pl ease ru sh me _ _ copies of GU ID E TO MONEY FOR HI GHE R ED UCA TI ON al S5.95 plus SOc for postage a nd handli ng fo r eae h copy .
I ~m e nclosin g $ _ _ _ __ (ch ec k .o r mo ney o rde r).
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miner sWimmers win
last dual meet
The UMR tankmen ended
their dual meet season this past
weekend with a 64 to 49 win over
Pincipia College. This gives the
Miners an overall record of five
wins and five losses. Coach
Pease's charges now begin the
hardest and most rewarding
part of their season, the
championship season. The
championship season for the
Miners consists of three meets,
the Bear-Panther Invitational,

the MIAA Championships and
the NCAA Championships. Of
these meets the NCAA meet is
toughest and carries the most
prestige. Any swimmer who has
swam faster than a pre-set
qualifying time for an event is
elig ible to compete in the
national championships. The
Miners swim team will use the
other two meets to try and make
these qualifying times. Since a
swimmer may qualify at any
time during the season the
Miners already have a few
qualifiers ; they are : Mike
Norberg ; 200 fly , 400 1. M. ,
Randy Lubbert; 1650 free ; and
Bill Orr ; 1650 free . After the
Bear-Panther and MlAA, UMR
should have fifteen more people
qualified for the NCAA meet.

The
Bear-Panther
Invitational will be held this
Saturday February 21 at Drury
College in Springfield . The
MlAA Championships are two
weeks later, here at UMR
March 4, 5, and 6. Finally th~
NCAA meet in March 18, 19, and
20 ,
in
Springfield,
Massachusetts .

The meet last Friday was
suppose to be a relatively easy
win for the Miners, so Coach
Pease adjusted his lineup to
make the meet a little closer.
He almost made the meet to
close, Principia swam an excellent meet, with a lm ost
everyone haveing their best
time of the season. But near the
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Miner Women Lose To Stephens
Come Back To Beat CMC

The UMR women 's basketball
end of the meet the MiIlers
superior depth was the deter- team played two games over
mining factor. The Miners did the weekend. Friday night they
not swim their number one man played against Stephen's
in each event, therefore putting College at Columbia. Rolla lost
the pressure on the second men. by a score of 64 to 56. Stephen's
Mark Draper won the 200 free kept the lead throughout most of
with his faster time , which puts the game by applying a very
him in contention for a spot on good full court press. Stephen's
the 4 x 200 free relay, an AII- basketball court is smaller than
American relay last year. Mark regulation size. This smaller
Mateer outlasted the Principia Sized court cramped the Miners
Swimmer to come from behind and kept them from playing
and win the 200 fly . Steve Brown their best. Overall UMR played
picked up much needed second a fine game but just couldn't
place points in the 100 free by seem to catch up with
continuing to drop his time. The Stephen 's. This loss completely
200 breast was a definite eliminated any chances for
strengthhold for the Miners as Rolla to go to the state playoffs.
Matt Heinicke, Tim Krisch- Even though UMR lost two
girls, Debbie Gower and Joy
Ewens , played a fantastiC
game. Debbie Gower , Rolla's
leading scorer, shot for a big 25
baum , and Mark Kranbahl, took points. Following behind her
first , second, and third with a total of
18 points was
respectively . Mike Norberg and Ewens . Joy dominated the
Leonard Wolff slammed the 500 boards all night as she pulled
free, with Leonard dropping his down 16 rebounds. Other
time over ten seconds. Mike scoring was as follOWS Ronnie
Oclon overcame biased judging Durling 5, Terrie Noelker 3,
to take second place in the 3 Jeannette White 2, and Cathy
meter diving which gave the Holt 2.
Miners enough points to win the
Saturday morning the Miners
meet.
took on Central Methodist and
won by a score of 45 to 39. Rolla

started out very aggressive as
they ran the score up to 8 to O.
UMR used a full court press
very effectively. The Miner's
retained this lead throughout
the game. The team has been
stronger each game throughout
the season and this is the game
where they got it all together.
Debbie Gower played another
great game as she scored 15
points and pulled down 13

Intramural Standings
1) Techl!:ng
2)!I'KE
3)SigEp
4) SigNu
5) PiKA
6) Lambda Chi
7) Phi Kap
8) Kappa Sig
9) Sig Tau
10) Beta Sig
11 ) MRHAI
12) KA
13) Theta Xi
14) AEPi
15) Delta Tau

1,357.0
1,351.0
1,342.5
1,253.5
1,201.0
1,189.0
1,091.0
1,021.0
1,005.5
993 .5
969.0
920.5

888.0
881.0

840.5

16) GDI

791.0
788.5

fo'LA

17)

18) Delta Sig
19) Acacia

696
635.0
633.0

20) Wesley

Our cues are so straight,
even George Washington
would have used them!
•
And accesories, too.

•

9
9

279.0
138.5

Women 's
l)AWS
2 ) Zeta Tau
31 Lambda Chi
4) WRHA
5) Kappa Delta
. 6) Myers and Wallis

198.5

153.5
150.5
149.0
147.5
86.0
24.0

7 l GDl

Stag.

(Ever seen a
straight cue ball?)

Norm Deleo Distributing, Cuba

Kenmark
Sporting Goods

crossword puzzle
ACROSS
1 M ovie classic:
How Green .•.
M y Vall ey
4 A cert ain apple
9 Knight (ab.)
11 Labor unio n

••
•• 804 Pine
381-30D3
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~;;

FOSTER'S BAKERY

PASTRIES

COMPLETE BAKING LINE

FRISH

MON . THRU FRI .
S A .M. T08P.M .
SAT . ONLY
5 A. M . TO 8 P .M .
SUN. OPEN
7 A .M. T08 P.M .

100 HWY. 63 SOUTH

lab.!

22 ... Lawrence
Olivier
23 " Picnic" author
26 "._ . and the Red
Cross Knight"

2' Comedian
Murray

CAKE DECORATI NG

28 L.A. athlete

29 Agent
31 Fertile pieces

DEliVERI ES
ROLLA

I~

from the distributor of

Standings

4
4

306.5
284.5

·"Its the Water"

17 Shame!
18 Sicilian volcano
20 Blackbird

16 6
18 5
12 10
15 8
12 9
6 15
5 17

480.0
411 .0
410.5
.372.5
341.5

~

16 Converse (colU

2
2
4

594.0
535.0

Liahona
SigPi
24) Focus
25) Campus Club
26) Mates
27) MRHAII
28 ) A Phi A
29) Newman
30 ) Pi KPhi
31) BSU

~.

MIAA
Overall
L
W L

21) Triangle
22)
23)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

12 Regional
13 To and ._.
14 Movie classic:
Grande Dame
Ga rbo

The standings:
C onferen ce
W
UMR
8
LU
8
SMS
6
NEMS
6
CMS
5
NWMS
1
SEMS
2

rebounds. Joy Ewens was again
close behind her with 8 points,
Jeannette White hit for 6, cathy
Holt 6, and Peggy Knapp 2.
Friday February 25 at 7:00 at
the UMR gymnasium the _
Miners play their last game of
the season. Rolla takes on
Lincoln UniverSity in what
should prove to be a very close
game.

32 Johnny Carso n ,
for one
33 Temporary duty
tab.)

36 4-2210

1

2

3
4

Answer ':PU ZZ le

E

S

c

II
L

o

o uc

v

KR
F

/!"

rc

E

'R/!
O C

1!

'R

I
N
C O ])

28 Set
30 Outlet
31 "--- to a Grecian
Urn"

32 Educational Age

33
35
37

38
40
41
42

43

(ab')
Spasms of pain
Senate's counterpart, for short
Fish with a
moving line
Suffix: state of
Awry
"Put - --- in her
bonnet"
Movie clas sic:
adven t u re
--- de cologne

45 506 (Roman)
46 Extinct bird
47 Routine
procedure

34 To the --degree

36 Hebrew letter
37 Movie classic:
Gone With .. .

Wind
38 Calabar bean
39 Qua rterback

eart
41 TV 's Linkletter
42 Stockmarket
watchdog, for
short
44 Movie ctassic :
------- , Mr. Chips
48 Chinese unit of

weight

!

CE

IN

IL

5 Gunsmoke
charact er
6 Movie classic: I
Am a Fug itive
From - ---- Gang
7 Creator
8 l ath.
9 Liberian tribe
10 Movie classic:
--- H at
13 Classic monster
movie
15 Petroleum
19 Island west of
Sumatra
20 Greek letter
21 Movie classic:
The Public ----22 Declare
24 Movie classic:
Beau -----

NO.1:
L ,..O

/!
llOL l'

DOWN
Triumph
--- Baba
M ov ie c lassic:
He-man Gable
Adenauer: de r

49 Pupil in Cherbourg
50 Promise to pay
5 1 Prefix : well
52 Famous bovi n e
53 Crooner King
Co le
Dist r . by Puzzles. Inc .
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